Feedback : Presentation 1
Group 1
Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Group 5

Group 6

Group 7
Group 8

Very accurate facts. Good information – some of it we didn’t know and some of it we
did.
Good facts – quite long . We learned a lot ! For example we didn’t know why the St
Andrews cross was the way it is.
Some of your language is old-fashioned. It sounds like it has come off a website and
not the way you might speak English, but it is good. We wouldn’t call the flag a
crawling lion – it is a Lion Rampant.
In some schools , lessons last one hour and most schools start at 8.45/9.00am and
finish at 3.30/ 3.50 pm . We have about 50 minutes for lunch.
Good information, mostly correct – we do eat haggis but only once or twice a year. A
lot of people have porridge for breakfast because it is healthy (oats) . You have
done a lot of research and have found some interesting facts – but it would be good
to put it into your own words.
Very good pictures – maybe some of the information eg about the lochs is a bit
random. Loch Lomond and Loch Ness are the most famous.
You have a lot of information and most of it is good, although it makes the country
sound very old-fashioned. We do have a lot of traditions but we are a modern
country.
This is a very accurate presentation – lots of good information and facts (though
some are a bit strange)
We learned about the symbols of Scotland and a bit more about Edinburgh Castle.
We were puzzled by the fact that you described Football – we are pretty sure that
football is played in France too !
The food bit is good – we have a lots of fresh shellfish and seafood but people
sometimes eat Haggis too.
This is a good presentation – lots of information so you have clearly done your
research well …but did you write it yourselves? If you did the language is a bit
strange. Some of the phrases you use are not how we speak. Nice pictures and good
facts. Interesting to read about the Loch ness monster, although most Scottish
people have never visited Loch Ness – there isn’t much to do. Edinburgh is
interesting.
Fantastic information, pictures and facts about Scotland. Very much how tourists see
it.
We liked this one. Some new information for us but most of it is what people think of
our country. Beautiful scenery, old cities with some interesting history and good
food. The museums are good too.

Group 2

We like this one – a good, simple facts and nice pictures. Reads like you wrote it
yourselves. Very good
Group 3
Clear information covering most things about our country.
Group 4
Nice pictures – clear text and good, simple sentences. A good powerpoint if you had
more to say about each thing.
Group 5
This is to the point – straightforward information
Group 6
Nicely presented and clear information. Most facts accurate.
Group 7
easy to understand – doesn’t read like it is copied and pasted.
Group 8
Lots of pictures, not much text but good to read. Most is true.
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Presentation 3: Feedback

Group 1

Beautiful pictures – some good facts but some things are not accurate:
We are not in the North of England
We do not have Yacks/ Yaks – we have Highland cows
Whisky does not have an (e ) in it !
The Isle of Skye is very nice (spelling)
The train is called the ‘Jacobite’ Steam train

Group 2

Quite long with good facts – but sounds like is has come from other websites Very
nice pictures.

Group 1

Very long and a lot of the ‘facts’ are really strange ;
The ‘yacks’ are funny – we have never heard them called that ! I think Yaks come
from the Himalayas.
We do have double (or triple ) glazing
The train isn’t called the Jaco Guest ( that doesn’t make sense)
School exams are not ‘standard’ grade – this ended about 20 years ago !
Skye has no l in it
Some good information but some is not true. Lovely pictures but information is
sometimes taken from the internet, not written by you ?

Group 3

Group 4

Very good pictures but some of your facts are a bit strange – we don’t have Yaks, the
Island is called Skye and Whisky in Scotland is always spelled without an e or else it is
Irish or American.
Group 5
A good presentation – but the bits on Tourism and Relief sound like you copied them
from a weird website.
Good information, but you use I would suggest - …have you been ?
Really nice pictures and some facts very good and interesting.
Group 6
This is mostly very good – nice pictures and some good information although some of
it is not true – the train is called the Jacobite and we definitely don’t have Yaks apart
from in the zoo. Highland cows (coos) are what the picture is of.
Good tourist information.
Some reads like taken form a website.
Group 7
This is good information mostly for tourists.
Nice photos – Isle of Skye is very famous for tourists to visit . The facts are very
accurate regarding population and things like that – we don’t know them.
Very long
Group 8
This is a really long presentation – most of it is good : the pictures and the contents
page tell you there is a lot to read. Some facts are not correct and some spelling is
weird. Skye, whisky and Edinburgh are how we spell those words.
Good to look at .
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We have never, ever heard of « scratch dropping !!
We have other shaped of pillow like square, rectangle and round.
We cross roads straight across too.
We all have letterboxes !
The school facts vary according to the school

Group 2

Noce pictures but this reads like you copied the facts from somewhere else (and a bit
out of date)
Good facts but long with some / lots of funny mistakes.
Everyone in our school has a letterbox ! We don’t know where some of this
information comes from – it is strange – nobody has heard of ‘scratch droppings’ we
live in normal houses and have double glazing.

Group 3

Group 4

Group 5

Group 6

Group 7

Group 8

Some of this information is really out of date – the school information and some of
the interesting facts are just wrong.
But other parts are really interesting
Some of this is good and interesting but other pieces of information are weirdly
wrong. I think we all have letterboxes and double glazing. We cross the road straight
across.
Some interesting facts but some strange habits mentioned.
Good information (although not all correct)
Nice pictures
Did this come from an old magazine ? It is a bit out of date with information.
Okay presentation but some inaccurate information and really obscure facts.
The history and geography parts are really good and very interesting to read but the
everyday life isn’t really what our lives are like.
Good information – we really liked the geography and history facts. They were wellpresented and good. Some of the other facts were a little strange to read . In our
group we have travelled and lived in lots of different countries and nobody thinks
rectangular pillows are unusual – do you?
.
Maybe how Scotland was a long time ago but our group has never heard of ‘scratch
droppings’ – or Standard Grades in school. This is a nice presentation, especially the
geography and history sections but the rest was out of date information.
Quite interesting to read.

